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Abstract
The perceptual process of implicit attitude theories was investigatedby wayof a
dimensional perspective. Button, Grant, Hannah, &. Ross (1993) suggest that
perceivedattitudes are two-dimensional, the two largely orthogonaldimensions being

Liberal-Conservative andTrad itional-Radical. The present study examined perceptions
of others' sexual attitudes, Phase 1 tnvesugarec the dimensions of perceived sexual
attitudes; Phase 2 focused on the identification of the most appropriate labels for the

dlmeasional solution observed in the first Phase. In Phase I, 2S females and 25 males
in each of two data setsjudged the similarity of pairsof attitude statementsby
indicating whether they thought a person who agreed with one statement, would also
agree with the other. A multidimensionalstructural analysis indicated a clear "elbow"
in the stress values and suggested that (or both data sets a two-dimensional solution
provided the best fit. In Phase 2, 30 males and 30 females for each of data sets A
and B rated(on four different scales)hypotheticalindividuals who agreed with a series
of attitude statements (same statements as in Phase 1). Multiple. regressionanalyses
identified Liberal-Conservativeas the mostsuitable label for Dimension I. For
Dimension 2, both Traditional-Radical and Warm-Cold proved to be acceptable labels
as reflected by the amount of variabilityaccounted for , but the Traditional-Radical

label was recommendedas the "best" based on past validations of this label, The

resultswere interpretedas consistent witha two-dimensional structure underlying

(iii )

implicit altitude theories. The results were also discussed in relation to other models,

as well as in terms of their application to the issue of sexual intimacy .
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The DimensionsUnderlyingPerceived Sexual Attitudes.
The Function of Im plicit Personanty Theories

Implicit personalitytheories aid us in structuringour socialworld (pervin,
1984). Implicit personality theoriesare not formal theorieswith aU the expectations of
such theories defined in precise terms (Embree, 1986; Pervin, 1984), but are part of a

perceptual process thai was originally proposed by Bruner and Tagiuri (1954). As
part of this perceptual process each Individ>Ja1 has his/her own implicit theory of how

personality trails co-exist. Benefitsof implicit personalitytheories include reduction
of cognitive effort in interpretationof human experiences(Kalliopuska, 1985), and the
ability to process substantialinformation (pervin, 1984). "The task of implicit
personality theories is to increasethe individual's social adaptabilityand to direct the

formationof impressionsand appraisals" (Kalliopuska,1985, p. 1072). Such benefits

are reduced when the target of an implicit personality theory is known, as familiarity
leads to perceptualdistortions (Kalliopuska, 1985).
Severalresearchers have investigated or studied the basis of implicit personality

theories. Kalliopuska(1985)investigatedwhich basic assumptions sul)jectsused asa

basis for their implicitpersonality theories. The results showed that the basis was
dependent on holism, subjectivity, and proactivity. First, subjeeu believed that it was
necessary to study the total personality of an individual, as opposed to studying their
components. Second, they believedthat behaviour was Influenced by subjective
experiences. Finally, subjeclsperceived thai, •..•fhe individual generates his

behaviour internally rather than being merely a bundle of reactions to external stimuli"
(KaIliopuska, 1985, p. 1075).

As well, some researchers like Guilford (as cited in

De Solo, Hamilton & Taylor, 1985)believe that it is possible to explain implicit
personality theories using the argument of a semantic overlap. Asch' s (1946) dual
function terms (lrait words that canbe applied to persons and non-persons)are ideal
for purposes of determining whether implicit personality theories are a · linguistic
artifact" (De Sota et al., 1985). Examples of such dual functionterms included;
' warm," "cold," "hard," and · soft... The critical question is whether the association

betweentrait words is a functionof implicit personalitytheories, or the semantics of
the words themselves. De Sota et al. concluded that the interrelationship among the
dual function words was the result of implicit personality theoriesand not linguistic

similarity.

The Research HjstQry of Implicit PersonalityTheorje!

Bruner and Tagiuri (1954) were the first to propose the need for "naive,
implicit theories of personality." This reflected the awareness that there had been a
shift in the literature away from judgment accuracy toward an investigation of the
judgment process. Asch (1946) is credited with some of the earliest impression
formation research. Asch found that the inclusion of the Warm-Colddimension in the
characteristics attributed to a hypothetical individual significantlyinfluenced the
impression formed of the person. For example, when · Warm· was included in a list

of qualities . the hypothetical individual was seen as humorous and popular . In
contrast, when the list contained the word -Cold-

a totally different impression

emerged . The results of Asch's study was supported by the work of Kelley (1950)
who used "real" targets to investigate impression formation as a function of the WarmCold dimension. Bruner and Tagiuri (1954) corcluded however , that the literature
related to impression formation failed to demonstrate how people describe and
categorize others in their social environment. The focus of the impression formation

research was on the types of impressions, as opposed to the process involved in the
formation of impressions (Bruner & Tagiuri).
~icany, four methods have been

used to investigate trait relationships: The

use of similarity ratings (subjects assess how similar or dissimilar a pair of traits are).
likelihood of

co-occurance methods (if a person has trait A, what is the likelihood that

he or she also hastrait B), matrix of perceived cause-effect inference (if an individual

was to change on one construct, what other constructs would change as a result), and
the

use of measures of cc-occurance (subjects sort traits into categories with each

category representing a different individual) (Schneider, 1973) .

HQw do People Perceiye the Personality TrailS of Otben?

Several views have been proposed to understand how people think about the
personality traits of others and what connections , if any. are perceived between traits .
The associationistic, dimensional and typological views arc three important

perspectives in decipheringthe perceptual process underlying implicit personality
theories (Anderson & Sedilddes, 1991). The associationistic view involves an analysis
of the relationship between personality traits and is commonlyoperationalizedusing a
Pearson product-moment correlation. The dimensional view, which happens to be the
view or this paper, stales that socialperception exists in relation to global dimensions.
Proponentsof this viewpoir.t typicallyanalyze inter-trait relationships using factor
analysis or multidimensionalscaling (Passini & Norman, 1966; Schneider, 1973). The
assumptionunderlying these statistical procedures is that traits located spatiallyclose
to one another in a dimensional spaceare expected to covary (Sedikides & Anderson,
1994). Anderson and Sedikides (199:) analyzed the contributions of a typological
view in comparison to the contributions of the other two views. The typological view
uses "person types. to explain person perception. The basis of this perspecuve is that
in the process of perceiving the personality traits of others we end up clustering
personality traits. A cl uster represents a distinct "person type- (Anderson &,
Sedikides, 1991). When this perspectiveis guiding the research endeavour, cluster
analysis is ofte n used to identify person types.
Anderson and Sedikides (1991)contrasted the above three views and resolved
that the typological perspective had a unique contribution not achieved or explained
using either the associationisticor dimensionalviews. Furthermore, it was concluded
that in comparison to the other views, -.•. person types are more thanclumps of traits
that are close 10each other associationistically or mutddimenstonalty" (Anderson &

Sc:dikides, 1991, p. 213). Scdikidcs and Anderson (1994) investigated the reason

underlying the formation of trait clusters by studying whether personality traits are
causallyrelated to one another. They roncluded that person types were composedof
causally connected personality traits, and partially aided in helping one understand the
uniquecontribution underlying the typological perspective. As well, Sedikidesand
Anderson(1994)investigatod whether tbe traits within a cluster are more causally
related than traits that occupy the same dimensional space,and this hypothesis was
supported. Overall, Sedilddes and Anderson concluded, ••..that perceptions of
causality play an importanl role in accounting for the bonding of traits within person
l)TeS (1994, p, 301). In regards to underslanding the structure of implicit personality

theories, Anderson and Sedikides (1991) acknowledge that it could be either
dimensional or typological.

Establishing a Ijnk between Implicit Personality Theories and Sexual Behayiour

Williams et al. (1992) have establisheda link between implicit personality
theories and sexual behaviour. The goal of their research was to establish an
understanding of why college studentsengaged in unsafe sexual behaviours. It would
appear that the students hada weU-developedidea as to the potential risk of

contracting HIV from particular sexual partners. If students either know or like a

potential partner, that partner is perceived as being

I~

risky or not risky at all. In

assessing the riskiness of unknown potential partners, students use some very weak

guidelinessuch as, whether the partner is dressedprovocatively, whether the
individual. was met in a bar. etc. Studentsappear quite confident in their ability to
assess the riskiness of a potential partner. Results indicatedthat college studentswere
using an implicit personality theory to assess riskiness as opposed to generally
practicing safe sex. Implicit personality theories are useful in interpretingour social

world, but they carry a degree of inaccuracy. In the case of assessing HIV riskiness
of a potential partner the use of an implicitpersonality theory is dangerous, if not
deadly. In the end, "... it must be emphasized that, in the absence of specific
knowledgeregarding the partner's HIV status, knowingone's partner and being
monogamousdo not constitute safer sex"(Williamset

ar.,

1992, p. 927) . In sum,

Williamset aI. help one to understandthe implicationsof implicit personalitytheories
on sexualbehaviour.

ImpJjcjt Anitude~

Implicitattitudetheoriesare analogousto implicit personality theories. The
focus of research related to implicit personality theories hascentred on understanding

the emergenceof "lay-person" theoriesused by people to organize and interpret the
personalitiesof others. Implicit attitude theorieshelp people organize the perceived
attitudesof others. For example, an implicitpersonalitytheory mayincludethe
assumptionthat an intelligentperson is likely to be cold. Similarly, an implicit

attitude theory may underlie peoplc's expectations thai negativc attitudes toward
"homosexuality- and "sex education- are likelyto occur together.
Judging from the research history on implicit personality theorics, it appears

that the basis for such theories is to help organize and interpret one 's social
surroundings through the creation of an unccnsclcusstructure, which handles an
enormous influx of information. Likewise, using the analogous co ncept of implicit
attitude theories, various researchers support the position that individuals perceive the
attitudes of others according to somc dimensional structure (Button, Grant, Hannah &

Ross, 1993; Grant, Hannah, Ross & Button, in press; Messick, 1956; Nelson, 1974).

Dimensjonalityof Pe rce 1yed A1timcks
Little empirical work has investigatedhow we perceive the attitudes of others
or the structure of such attitudes. Messick(1956), for example, in vestigated the
structure of perceived social attitudes using a muitidimensionalscaling technique. He
found that attitudes toward war and punishmentwere structured along two dimensions.
One of the main criticismsof the work by Messick was that the study employed only a

few attitudes (Button et al•• 1993; Nelson, 1974). Nelson(1974) used the same
attitudes as Messick (1956), but added eight more: Reality of God, divorce, birth
control, patriotism, law, sex information, censorship, and mental hospitals. Earlier
research on actual attitudes served as the basisfor the possible dimensions underlying
the structure of perceived social attitudes in Nelson's (1974) study . Nelson concluded

that the attitudesof interestwere structuredalonga "liberal-Conservative"dirr.ension,
a "Moderate·Extremc" dimension, and a thirddimension that proved uninterpretable.
Buttone al. (1993)expanded the studyof the multidimensionality of perceived
social attitudesby exploringa more diverseset of attitudesthan previously
investigated by Messick(1956)and Nelson(1974). Besidethe inclusionof 32
differentattitudinalissues,a distinguishing characteristic of the study by Buttonet al.
was that the attitudeissueswere generatedby students,as opposedto the researchers
themselves. The findingsindicatedthat perceivedaltitudeswere structuredalong two
relativelyindependent dimensions: one associatedwith liberalism, the other a concern
with traditionalvalues. The liberal dimension identifiedby Buttonet al. was seen 3..'J
similar to, but not interchangeable with, the liberaldimensioncommonlyreported in
the structureof actualattitudes. They also speculatedthat the dimensionof liberalism
in perceivedattitudeswas more global than the liberaldimensionin actual attitudes.
The seconddimensionreflecteda concern with maintaining the status quo at one end,
and advocating radicalchangeat the other end.
Grant, Button.Hannah, & Ross (1993)obtainedsupportiveevidenceregarding
the existenceof the Liberal-Conservative dimension and the dimensionreflectinga
concernfor moraIsand traditions (Traditional·Radical), as well they expandedon the
applicationof ihese dimensions. In Phase I, subjectsrated an hypotheticalindividual
accordingto the dimensionsidentifiedby Buttonet al , (1993), while in Phase 2
subjectswere asked to indicatetheir level of agreemcraand rate the level of

importancethey attached to such issues (Grant et aI., 1993). Attitudes representing
the extremesof the two dimensions have higher importanceratings, all opposed to
those more central in attitude space. As an example, for the Liberal-Conservative
dimensionthe followingattitude statements hadhigh importanceratings: "Condoms
should be made readily available to adolescents,"representedthe liberal endpoint,
while "A large number of unemployedpersonsdo not really want to find work, ~
representedthe conservativeendpoint. Grant et aI. (in press) examined how
impressions of another person are formed as a functionof the perceived attitude
structure identifiedby Button et aI. (1993). They hypothesizedthat if the LiberalConservativeand Traditional· Radical dimensionsare in fact used in both processing
the altitudes of others and forming impressions,then altering the consistency of

attributed attitudesshould affect impression ratings. In other words, if an attributed
attitude deviates from other attitudes on one or both of the dimensions, it would be
rated all fitting the other attitudes less closely than one that does not deviate. The
lowest fit ratings should be observed in the case of discrepancy on both dimensions.
Not only did the results confirm their expectations, but a comparison of the twodimensional model with two possible one-dimensional models provided additional
construct validationfor their model (Grant et al., in press).
If the dimensionsidentified by Buttonet al. (1993), and Nelson (1974) are

externallyvalid to all domains of social issues, then they ought to emerge in a similar
analysis of perceivedsexual attitudes. Positiveresults would indicate the

10 ,
gen~-ralizAbility

of thesedimensions, whilenegativeresultswould indicatethe unique

structure underlying perceived sexualattitudes. The hypothesis directingthisstudy
was that the two-dimensional structure identified by Button et al. (1993) would also
apply to perceived sexual attitudes.

It was also expected that the Liberal·Conservative

and Traditional -Radical labels would be the most appropriate for the two dimensions ,

shouldthey emerge. In sum, it was predictedthatthe structure underlying implicit
attitude theories could be applied to both general and specific perceived attit udes .

The dimensionalview of implicitattitudetheories is the researchbasisof this
thesis, focusi nt; on the identification of global dimensions that are viewed

all

the

structure of perceived sexualattitudes. The researchwasconductedin two phases:
Phase 1 investigated the mai n objective of the thesis (namely , to derive an appropriate
dimensional configuration for perce ived sexual attitudes) ; Phase 2 was designed to

suggestappropriatelabels for communicating thedimensional solution identifiedin
PhaseI.

Phase I

~.

A three-stageprocedure was used to producethe initial list of sexual

issues. First, 35 issueswere identified when 32 unpaidundergraduate students
majoringin psychology were asked to comply with the followinginstructions:

11
Your wk as a subject will be to generate three sexual WUCS
that )'OU deemimportant and record your answen in the spaces

provided below.
Second• • 5 issuescoveredby variousopinioopolls andscales were included:

Carolina PoIlIndeJ: (Spring, 1987), GeneralSocial Survey (1991), Louis Harris
Surveys (April, 1961; May, 1969 ; August, 1970; October, 1971), National Network
of Stud ies Poll s (February, 1990), Fear o f AIDS Scale &. Homophob ia Scale (Bouton

et al., 1987), Attitudes Toward Sexuality Scale (Fisher &. Hall, 1988), Short-Form
Homosexism Scale (Hansen, 1982), Sexual Attitudes Scale (Hendrick , Hendrick,

Siapion-Foote, &. Foote, 1985), Attitudes TowardLesbians andGay Men(He rek,
1988), as well as items from Abernathy, Robinson, Balswick, and King (1979), Button
et at (1993), and Nurt and Sedlacek (1974) . rmally, the researcher compil ed a list of

55 sex ual issues thathad received general or special coverage in
~

~

(St. John' " NF) and Th e Globe and Majl (foronto, Ontario) between June

1" and August 31·, 1993. Fliminatioo cl redundant or similar issues resulted in 20
specific

wue.s.

Altitude Statcmenu . The objective was to generate a number of atti tudinal items for

each of the previously identified issues. Twenty unpaidundergraduate psychology

studentswho had not previously participated in Phase1 were recruited to generate
attitudinalitems. Before the construction

or attitude items, each studentreceived a

12
copyof pohus CO follow in developing good attitudinal items (see Appendix A).

They

werealso given instructions delineating their task:
Please listen carefully 10the researcher as to how to write clear
and conciseattitudeitems. After receivingthese instructions you
will be asked 10write twoattitude items for each of the sexual
issues that will be provided to you, for a total of six items. •••
[EXAMPLE) .•• It should be noted that we are not interested in

your attitudes,but requlreyour assistance in generatinga pool
of items to be used in a later stageof the researchproject.
The process described above resultedina pool of approximately 100 items
expressing sexual attitudes. As well, items from the various opinion polls and scales

mentioned previously were included. The total item poolwas composed of 342
attitudestatements. AUitems were thencetegcrized byIssue, andexamined for
ambiguity. The experimenter and a naiveraterindependently cetermined the
appropriateness of eachitem under it! assignedcategory. The decisionrule was to
delete any item thai could be placed under morethan onecategorylabel. All uems

were then edited for clarity by a panelof judgt',s composed of faculty membersand
onegraduatestudent. The result of this procedure wasa total item poolof 198items
on 20 different issues, with a range of4 - 38 statements per issue(see Appendix8).
Theset of items wasthen dividedintotwo selSof 99 items. Toensure representation
of all issues in both data sets, the items were organized according to issue and then

numbered. Even numberswere assigned to data set (Al,odd numbersto data set [B].
Finally. the99 items in each data set were examinedto make certain thai no two items
fora particular issue within a set were100 similar. If two item! were deemed to be

13
100 similar in one data set, one item was switched with a comparable item in the
second data set. The rationale for using two data sell was twofold . It reduced the

demandsplaced on any givensubject,such that subjectsviewed data set [A) or data
set [B), but not both. Furthermore, the use of a second data set provided a replication
within the same study and a basis for testing the reliability of the items themselves.

~.

One hundred undergraduate students (50 males and 50 females) at Memorial

University of Newfoundland were each paid $4 .75 to participate In Phase 1. Equal

numbersof malesand females wererandomlyassignedto each of the two item sets.
Subjeeu were informed of the attitudesunder investigation before the study was
initiated. One malesubjectfailedto complete the studyand was replaced with the
next availablemaleparticipant.

~.

The mainobjectiveof this study was to examinethe assumptionspeople

make about the inter-connections among the sexual attitudes of others . ludgments
between all possible combinations of attitudinal items (for instance, paired

comparisons)wouldbe ideat, but with such a large pool of items thiswas not
practical. The method choseninsteadwas to have subjectssort attitudestatementsinto
mutuaJlyexclusivecategories. This sorting methodhas been shownto be an
appropriatealternativewhenthe number of attitudeitems is large (Rosenberg& Kim,
1975; Rosenberg, Nelson,& Vivekananthan, 1968).

14

An interacdve computerprogramdeveloped by Button et al. (1993) was used

to assist in the sorting procedure.I mM compatible computer systems were used 10
p resent in structio ns, stimuli and to record all responses . The instructions pointed out

that:
In this study we are interested in how people think about other' s sexual

attitude.t. Sometimes, if you know that a person tw one attitude you
can guess other attitudes that he or she is likely to have• ••.
[EXAMPLE]... In thisstudy. you will be asked to make guesses of
this sort. You will be asked to imaginea person who agrees with some
statement and then to guess whether or not the sameperson
would agree witheach of a series of different statements.
Press the enter key now 10 sec how the screen will look and how you
win be asked to make a decision.

If a girl getspregnant,
own {ault.

--

~
' t's her
C:~;-;;i;;V~reqUi;~
after marriage.

----- - - - - ----.-------_..
Would a person who agreed with the statement on the left.alsoagree
with the statement on the rig ht?

I - Yes 2 -No 3 =NotSurc
Please type I, 2, or 3 and then press enler?
Aftersubjects were familiarized with the procedure using an example, they were given
the following instructions;
In a moment youwill seea set of statementson the screen. From
th ese statements,pleaseselect one that reflectsan attitude that you
consider important. This may or may not be a statement youagree
wi th. However, it should be a statement thatyou think wouldtell you
a lot about the person who made it.

15

('Thecomputer screen thenlisted 10 prime statements followed by the
followinginstructions);
Whichof these statementsreflects the mostimportant attitude?

After the selection of a prime item, subjectsbegan the comparisonprocedure with the

"prime"representinga particularcategory. The computerpresentedtwo items, one

wasthe prime statement selected by thesubject.and thesecondwasa comparison
item.

The computerscreenappearedas illustrated below;

[

'-'-o mosexuanly

;ho;;i;ISex

is permi... bleonly

--I

against the law.

wit/un marriage.

____ _ __ [PRlME_J____

[COMP~SON STATEMENT]

To recap. subjectswere asked to evaluateeach attitudinal statement(total of 99
statements)with the primestatement. That is, if someone was to agree with the prime
statement would he/she also agree with the comparison item. An item was added to

the categoryrepresented by the prime statementif the response was ·yes". and then
removedfrom the itemset. Uponcompletingthis sorlin& processfor one category,

the procedurewas repeated for anothercategory. The remaining itemswerethen
presentedin randomorder for this nextprime. This procedurewas repeated until any

one of the (ollowing conditions arose:a) all 10 primestatements had been used, b)all

16

comparison statements bad been eliminated fro m the pool of attitude items, or c:) no
comparison ileITIS were eliminated after two consecutive primes.
Subject.swen: limited 1010 primes or categories, but no limit wall placed on
the number of hems they could p1acein each category (set: Appcndicell C and D).

Ten primes were deemed sufficienton the basis of previous research by Buuon er al .
(1993). For subjects who were randomly assigned to dataset [AJ, the 10 prime

statements were randomly selected from data set lBl . and vice-versa. All subjects in a
particular data set were given the same seCof primes.

Multidimensional Scal ing Ana1n ia
Multidimensional scaling(MDS) analysis was employed in the present study
because of its proven suitability in past research of this type.

Button et aI. ( 1993),

Messick (1956>, and Nelson(1974) employed the MDS procedure in their
investigations of percei...ed attitudes. An MDS znalysis can be used to identify a
dimensional structure that bestfils a set of data (Kruskal, Young, &. Seery, 1977).

The prerequisitefor an MDSanalysis are pairwise similarity or reJ.a!edl1CSll
judgements for a set of objeeu (for example, attitude statements). The MDS
procedure then provides, •••. a geometric repr esentation of the set of items so that the

interitemdistance in the spacecorresponds to the empirical measure of psycholoeical

relatedness- (Rosenberg ee al., 1968, p, 283). One could interpretpsychological
relatedness by eithe r attitude similarity or attitude co-cccurreace judgments.
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Consequently, itemsthat are judged to be eithersimilaror to co-occur in thesame
individual are locatedat pointsthat are spatially close to one another(Borg &
Lingoes, 1987; Schiffman , Reynolds, & Young, 1981). Kruskal 's MDS method

(KYST·2A) increasesdimensionality(one, two, three, etc.) until there is little change
in the "good ness of fit." The index of goodness of fit is

"s tress.' A stress value

(percentage) is generated (or each dimensional solution ; the lower the stress value the
better the goodness of fit .

Re sults and DiscussioD

In order to do an MDSanalysis, thegeneration of a similarity matrix for each
data set was required, with the 99 rows and columns representing the 99 attitude
statements co ntained in each set. A large numbe r in any cell of this matrix

represented high similarity between those two items while a low numwr represented
dissimilarity . Each ceil in the matrix reflected the similarity of the row and column

statements as indicated by the numberof subjects who placedthe statements in the
samecategory. Two MDS analyses using KYST ·2A (Kruskal et aJ•• 1917) were
conducted, one on the similaritymatrixfor data set A and the otlteron the matrix for
data set B.

Kruskal (1964) providesa criterionfor helpingthe experimenterdecideon the
best

dimensionalsolution (that is, the solution that best fits the data) . First, the

researcher shouldchoosea "t" (number of dimensions) that results in a smallstress
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value and where additional dimensions fail to significantly lower the stress value. A
visual plot of stress values by dimensionality can aid this decision (Kruskal, 1964;
Schiffman et

at., 1981), in that the existence of an

"elbow " in the stress vetues

suggeststhe best dimensionalsolution. The elbow is the point where the stress values
start to level off. Furthermore, the interpretabilityof the dimensionsshouldaffect the
"t" that is selected. Generally speaking, it is better to choose a lower dimensional

solution than to select a higher dimensional solution which one is unable to interpret.
Comparison of the stress values for the data sets A and B demonstrates notable
agreement indicating high reliability and validity (see Figure 1). In both data sets
there was a clear-cut elbow in the plot of stress values at a two-dimensional solution .

As previously stated the existenceof such an elbow Is one of the criteria. besides
interpretability, needed to determine the mostappropriate dimensionalconfiguration.
On the basis of this distinct elbow it was concludedthat a two-dimensional solution

best represented each data set.
The interpretabilitycriterion requires that items falling in the four ·quadrants·
created by a two-dimensional configurationare perceived as sensiblyfitting together as
a set. Figures 2 and 3 provide sample item descriptors to represent data sets A and 8
(respectively) , in each of the quadrants formed by the intersectionof the two

dimensions. Tables 1 and 2 list the actual attitude statements by quadrant for data sets
A and B (respectively), these items are the selecteditems displayed in Figures 2 and

3. It is important to understandthat within any particular quadrant certain items will
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Figure 1. Plot of stress values by dimensions for data sets A and B.
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Figure 2: A two-d ime nsional plot of se~ attilUdinaJitemsas a functionof
similarity for data set [A).
Data SetA
Quadnnt 1

Quadnant 2

5 t1om_ _uui ty -

.s"

3 B'", . uaIity •

il
~

'

I Sel ll&lity -

.....

Quadrant 3

Quadrant 4

Dimension2

Note. The positiveor negative sign after each descriptor refers to thedirectionof
the itemwording. For example, sexual satisfaction+ representsa positiveattitude
towardssex, namely "Ihe best sexis with no strings attached," Refer to Table I
for the actual attitoJde statements by quadrant u sing the a ppropria te number
reference.
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Figure 3: A two-dimensional plot of selected attitudinal items as a function of

similarity for data set [BI ,
Data Set B
Quadrant 2

Quadrant I
I J>omovapby -

2 Bianua1ityI Ho'nooelULIl1iIy "
3s"I Bduea1io.l·

Quadranl4

Dimension 2

Quadnnl 3

Note. The positive cornegativesign after each descriptor refers to thedirectionof

~~mp:=:i :~~ =~e':S:=~h~do+n~=:x~~:~~tfore

marriage are slIangc.· Refer to Table2 for the actualattitudestatements by
quadrant using theappropriate number reference.
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Table 1
Attitude statroH:Dl1rrnmmk;d

inFi gure

2 for data Xl l A)

Quadnnt 1
I.

2.
3.

The bestsex is with no strings attached. (+)
Prostitution should be acc.eptedby society. (+)
I would like to have sex with many -p.il.1. nets.(+)

Quadrant 2

1.
2.
3.
4.

S.

Sometimes I am ashamed of my sexuality.(-)
I would object to sending my child to a schoolwhich had a child who has
AIDS.(-)
Bisexuals are sick individuals.{-)
I never worry aboutgettinga sexually transmitted disease .(·)
I think male homosexuals are disgusting.(·)

Quadnn l3

1.
2.

3.

Aborti o.Jis murder.(-)
Prostitutes upon conviction should receive lone jail terms .(·)
Most young menstill consider it very important for a woman to staya virgin
until marriage.(-)

Quadrant 4
I.
2.
3.

Premaril4: sex at an early age is a sign of normal curiosity,{+)
It is possible for a husband to rape his wife.(-)

Sex haJnothing to do with power.(+ )
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Table 2
Attitude agremept! represented in Figure 3 for data set

[BJ

Quadrant 1

1.
2.
3.
4.

Sexual abusers oUi!:ht to be given counselling, not prison sentenccs.(+)
Phonesex is a safeand healthy outletfor sexualdesires.(+)
Homosexualscontribute po~;tiye1y to socicty.{+)
Lawsmakingabortionsillegal should be repealed.( +)

Quadrant 2

1.
2.

Our government should try harder to preventthe distribution of pornography(-)

3.

Procreation shouldbe thesole purposeof sex.(+)

4.

Using "sex toys" during lovemakingis abnormal.(-)

Abortion is terrible.(-)

Quadrant

3

I.
2.

Homosexualityshould be against the law.C-)
Bisexualityis a mental dlsorder.I-)

3.

Sex education doesnot be!ongin the schools.C-)

Quadrant4
1.
2.

Students who do not have sexual intercourse before marriage are strange.( +)
Extramarital affairs are all right aslong as one's partner doesn't know about

lhem.(+)
3.

Religiosity is the cause of sexualguilt.C-)
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be morerepresentative DC the two-dimensioualsolutionthan other items. For
c:umple, in Figure 2 • Quadrant 4, the item on premarital sex is clearly not u good
an item 10 represent both Dimensions I and 2 as the item on rape.
In Figure 2 statementsopposing prostitution, premari.aJsex, and abortion

appear to fonn one reasonable set. Other sets included statements opposing sexuality,

AIDS, homosexuality and bisexuality; statements that were supportive of seJ.ual
satisfaction, prostitution, and sexual permissiveness;and statements supporting

premarital sex and dismissingthe link between llCX and power. In Figure 3 statements
supporting premarital sex and extramarital sex existed in one quadrant representing a

two-dimensional configuration.

()dlet

setsor quadrantsincluded statements taldng s:

strong positionagainst sexual abuse, while at the same time included items supporting

homosexuality, abortion, and phone sex; statementsthat were opposed to pornography,
abortion and sex toys, but were supportiveof procreation; and statementsthat were

against homosexuality, bisexuality and sex education.
As previou5Jy stated, it wu concluded that the structure of perceived saw
attitudes is best described by two dimensions as indicated by lhe existence of a clear

elbow at the two dimensional point (see Figure I), and by the criterion of

interpretabilil)', The hypothesis.......1 thus supported.
The results provide further evidence to support the contention of Butfon et

at.

(1993) and Orant et aI. (in press) that peoplc's perceptions or others' attitudes arc
meaningfully structured in ps]'chotogical space. This means tha.t attitudes which on
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the surfacemay appear to be unrelated are in (act connected to each other througha
two-dimensional structure. Thus a person's attitudeon one issue, providesevidence
regarding thei r attitude on other issues.

For example in Figure 2 (data set A) subjects

perceivedthat a personsupportingan attitudestatement knownto ~ homosexuality
wou ld be assumed to also support attitude statements ~ abortion and

prostitution. As weU, this conclusion is replicated in data set B (Figure 3), such that
individuals who are thought to support premarital sex would also be thought to be

supportiveof extramarital sex. If a person is knownto endorseattitude statements in
one particular "quadrant" of the two-dim ensional array, then there is an increased

probabilityor chancethat they will reject attitudinal positionsreflectingthe other three
quadranu with the strongestrejectionoccurring(or attitudes. reflectingacceptance of
the diagonal quadran t. For example in Figure 2 (data set A) subjects perceived that

someonesupporting a positiveattitudestatementexemplifying sexual permissiveness
would be more likely to be opposed to negative statements representing prostitution
andabortion. As well, this conclusionill replicatedin data set B (see Figure 3), such
thai subjectsperceived that individuals s,mportive of statements pertaining to phone

sex and abortionwould be more likely to be opposed to negativeattitude statements
representing bisexuality and sex education, 'This perceptual process ar.d generalization
could not be possiblewithoutsome type of psychological structureunderlyingall
perceived attitudes. Since interpersonal attraction and dating arc often based on

attitudesimilarity,the rwo-dlmenslcnal structureor perceivedattitudesand L'le implicit
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attitude theories they underlie may aid these processesby providing additional
evidence regardingattitudesthat a person may not yet have expressed. It may, for
example, be nIX useful to be able to discern a potential date' s probable attitude

toward safe sex fromotherexpressed attitudes.

Phase

z

The purpose of Phase 2 was to identify possible labels for the two-dimensional
structure observed in Phase 1. FOIIT possible labels were investigated: LiberalConservative (L-C), Traditional-Radical (T-R), Active-Passive (A-P), and Warm-Cold
(W.q, It was bypctheelzed that ratings on the first two scaleswould be the most

closely related to the dimensions of the MDS structure (i.e., a Liberaj-Conservauve
label and a Traditional-Ibdicallabel would be the most appropriate). The L-C and TR scales represent the labels that Button et al. (1993) concluded were the most

appropriatefor their two dimensions. The A·P and W-C scaleswere included 10
providedivergentvalidity. The use of two datasetsagainpermittedcross-validation
of the results.

M<lJwil
~.

Sixty maleand 60 femaleundergraduate studentsat MemorialUniversityof

Newfoundland were paid $4.7S to participate in Phase 2. Subjects were randomly

assigned to one of six groups, 10 malesand 10 females per set. Eachgroup Wall
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given a subsetof the total item pool. The purposeof this was to reduce the time
required fot subjects to completetheir task and reduce problemsassociated with
fatigue . Subjects were informed of the nature of the attitudes under investigstion,

before the study wu initiated.

~.

The 198 items used in Phase 1 were randomly divided into six equal sets

of 33 statements. Statements in a particular set were presentedto the subject in a
random order . Subjects rated aU statements in the set according to one scale, before

continuingthe ratings with another scale. The order in which the scales were
presented was randomly determinedfor each subject. Subjec u interacted with a
computer that providedthe necessaryinstructions and examples,and recorded all
responses. The instructionsstated that:
In litispart of the study you will be shownsomeattitude statements
and, for eachone. you will be asked10imaginea person who strongly
agreeswith the statement. Thenyou will be asked to rate this
imaginarypersonon the followingscale for example:
Very Conservative 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 Very Liberal

Ratethe personas quickly as youcan, by pressingone of the number
keysacross thetop of your keyboard.Please rememberthat you are
rating a DIFFERENTimaginary personfor eachstatement.

Results and Discussion

The units of analysis in Phase 2 were the attitude statements themselves. Each
statement had four scores, eachscore representinga differentrating scale. A mean

2B

l'ating for each item was calculatedon each of tile four scales by averaging the ratings
of the 20 subjects who saw that item. Multiple regressionanalyses were carried out
for each of the four scales using SPSSx (StatisticalPackage for Social Sciences), in

whichthe meanrating for each scalewas the dependent measure and the MDS
coordinates (rom Phase 1 for each statement served as the predictor variables. These
regression analyseswere used to help identify lhe appropriate labels for the
twa-dimensionalsolution. According to Rosenberg, -the multipleR provides a
quantitative estimate of the degree to which a property actually corresponds to a
dimension in the trait space- (Rosenberg et aI., 1968, p. 285).

The results indicatedthat all R1 values for the investigatedlabels were
significant at 11<.001 (df=2, 96) and. therefore, could be deemed acceptable, with the

possible exceptionof Active-Passive which had the lowest R1 values for both data sets.
The four scales did differ in the amount of variability explained, and hence in their

appropriatenessas a label (see Table 3). In Data Set [A], irC and T-R were clearly
the best labels, while in Data Set [8], irC and W-C were the best. Inter-scale
correlations reveal a high degree of overlap for these particular sets of labels (see
Table 4), particularly for L-C and T_R.2
It was concludedthat the Liberal-Conservativelabel was the best label for

Dimension 1. It accountedfor the most variance in Data Set rA] and the second most
variance in Data Sel [8]. The Uberal-Conservative label has also beenidentified by
other researchers (Buttonet al., 1993; Messick, 1956; Nelson, 1974).
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Tahir· 3
Multiple R and 8 2 \fatueS for Each or the Four Scales Used in

Phase 2

to SUggest

lAbels for Communicating the MDS Configuration ror Data Sets A and B

DataSetB

Data Set A
Multipl eR

R'

MultipleR

R'

Scale
L-C

.898

.807

.826

,683

T·R

.886

.785

.TI8

.606

W.c

.821

.674

.875

,765

A·P

.606

.367

.554

.306

l!lll<.
T-R = Traditional-Radical
L-C = Liberal-Conservative
W-C = Warm-Cold
A·P == Active-Passive
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Table 4
CQae!ations Among the Four Scales for pata Sets A and B

Set B

SetA

Ire

T~R

W-C A-P

.91-

.54

.59

L-C

.34

.50

T-R

.52

WAC

T-R
W-C

T-R

W-C A-P

.88

.62

.60

.40

.52

~

T -R

= 'praditional-Radlcal

L-C = Liberal-Conservative

W-C = Warm-Cold
A-P = Active-Passive
- All r values are significant beyondthe .01 level.

.47
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It was alsoconcluded that. subjects were apparentlyunableto clearlylabelthe

seconddimension on the basis of labelsprovided. Despite the fact that subiectsused
two dimensions in making similarity judgments of perceived attitudes , as evidenced by
the MDS analysis in Phase I , there does not

appearto be a distinct label, based on the

ones used in this study , that can be attac hed to the second dimension that will readily

elicit its use by subjects. It is conceivable that this seconddimension is an evaluative
dimension (Osgood. Suci , Tannenbaum, 1957), to which a single label is not
appropriate.

The fact thatthe Warm-Cold label was at least as good as either of the

oth er two labels 1\UPPOrts this notion.

Perhaps , thrrefore, a single label is not

possible,or evenappropriate, and the dimensionis best labelled by a composite of
several evaluative labels.

GeneralDiscussion
It was expectedthatthe two-dimensional structure of perceivedattitudes

previously identifiedby Buttonet at (1993), wouldemerge from a similaranalysisof
perceivedsexual attitudes . It was also expected that the Liberal-Conservative and
Traditional-Radical labels would be the mostappropriateof the four examined. Th e
first hypothesis was clearly confirmed. In both data sets, two interpretabledimensions

were revealed by the MOS. Concerning the second hypothesis,liberal-Conservative
appears to be the appropriate label of one dimension, thus supportingpreviouswork
(Buttonet aI. , 1993;Grantet al., in press; Hoskins,1994). There does not appear to
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be a clear label for the second dimension since both Traditional· Radical and Warm-

Cold may be capturing the possible "evaluative" nature of this dimension. The
TnditionaJ.-Radica1label is recommendedas the "best" basedon recent validations of
this label (Grant d al., in press; Hoskins, 1994).

It is important to be able 10 look

beyond the issue of labelling to see the implications of this research. The MDS results
were supportive of a dimensional understanding o f implicit attitude theories. Subjects
were able to form their own implicit attitude theory as to how sexual attitudes were
related or unre lated. Th e results raise some interesting qu estions. How does the
dimensional view of im plicit attitud e theories tie in with o ther mode ls? Arc there any
applied implications for this type of research? Are altemau ve methodsof labelling

dimensions available?

Rs;!a tionsbip to Olbc:r Models
The activa tion model of Judd. Drake . Downing and Krosnick (1991) has

implicationsfor our understandingof peroeivcd SCAual altitudes. Juddet aI. takethe
theoretical position that actual attitudesarc structured in long term memory, and
therefore retrieval is systematic (i.e., once an attitude is recalled the probability that
related opinions will be activated increases substantially). It is plausible lhal lhis
model is generalizable to the perception of other people hol ding ce rtain attitudes. In
attitude space. some attitudes are spatiallyclose to one ano ther as a result of a
psychological similarity . The retrieval of one item in the attitude spaceshould result
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in activation spreading to other , spatially adjacen t items . For example, in the MDS

structureof the presentstudy, the following perceivedattitudeswere spatially
adjacen~.

"Bisexuals are sick individuals" and · 1 think male homosexuals are

disgusting ." Consequently, the pe rception that your friend believes bisexuals are sick
should ~y. lead to the activatio n of the perceptio n that the same friend believes
that male homosex uals are disgusting . In contrast, items that are distant from one
another in psycholog ical space should result in slower retrieval . For example, the

following items were very distant spatially: "Sexualabusersought to be given
counselli ng, not prison sentences" and "Teen pregnancy is a result of high divorce
rates." Th erefore, the perception that a person holds one of these attitudes would not
quickly activate the belief that the person also holds the other attitu de .
Th e heuristic processing mode l by Chaiken ( 1980) can perha ps be applied to

the structureof percet..ed attitudesas well. It is possible that people use a
dimensional structure similar to that identified with sexualattitudesas a heuristicfor
judging other people's attitudes. The structurallayout of attitudesin two-dimensional
spacecan function as a way of organizing attitudesfor specific individuals. For
example,your best friend may have negative attitudesregardi ng abortion, and
consequently, you organize theseattitudesin spacerelative to possible attitudeson
other issues. The spatial placementof any attitudeis readilyavailable to be usedas a
heuristicin drawing inferencesregardingyour friend. UnlikeJudd's et aI. (1991)
model of spreadingactivation,Chaiken's(1980)heuristic processingmodel suggests

3.
that even attituda that are polar oppositesought to activl1C attitude perceptions. For

CJlamplc. knowing that a person believes that hon:osexuals should be allowed to hffid
church positions. must also mean tha t they dD....m:!t believe that ho mosexualJneed

psydlological or medical help. Selected sets or perceived attitudes could be used in
future research to test the differential predictions of ibese two models.

Awned

Implications of Implicit Att itude Tlm:n:ig

One of the goals of this thesis was to employ a diverse set of sexual issues to

understand not only the relationship between similar sexual issues but also very

differentissues. It is certainly conceivable that if you knew someone's position on sex
education, for example, that you could possibly predict their pos itiooon similar issues
(such as premarital sex or mr.sturbation), by applying an implici t attitude theory .

Implications arising out of this research stu::ly maybe used as an applied tool lor
marriage counscllon to help resolve problems of sexual intimac y in marriag es. The
marri age counsellor (OUld use the structure of pen:ciVN sexual atlitudes as a way of

comparing how partners in a marriage perceive the sexual interest and attitudesof

each other. Furthermore, a marriage counsellor wnc is aware of a problemof
obtaining truthful answers, may ask a l»Uple to respond to a less sensitive attitudinal

item in order to possibly deduce their positionon a relatedbut different sexualissue
(or checkthe truthfulness of the couples' statements). To do th is, the counsellor
would choose two attitudinal items that are spatially close (sec Figures 2 &.3).
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As well, the structural understandingof implicitattitude theories has
implication! on the issue of sexual in~ macy . If a maleor female misperceivesthe
lack or eexual intimacy of their partner as being due to a lack of desire, as opposed to

fatigue related to work, then problems in marriagemayarise. 'The person may have
failed to consider all the possible reasons underly;ng the observed change in sexual

intimacy before forming an implicitattitude theory. Implicitattitudetheoriesare
advantageousas a perceptual tool but they maycarry a degree of inaccuracy.

Altrrn atiye Approaches 10 Labelling D imensions.

The difficulty in labelling the second dimensionmay be the result of either the
content illielf(e.g., sexuality) or the procedure employed. Regarding content, it is

possible that peoplehave a difficul1 time labelling sexualissues and attitudes because
of encumbering emotional, political, and culturalovertones. For the labelling
procedure. subjectswere given a seriesof four scalelabels. This maynot be the most
appropriate approach because the possiblelabels were determined a..w:imi b)' the
researcher. Hence, alternative approachesthat are less directive and more

phenomenological in nature mightbeemployed in future researchon labelling
dimensionalsolutions. One such alternative may be to use a method analogous to
Kelly's RepertoryGrid approach in the study of personal constructs (1955). In this
procedure, subjo-:tscould be given sets of three statements, each statement
representing a different quadrant in the MDSstructure. Subjects would be asked to
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identify whicl! two items are similar to eacho~ and different from thethird . They
would thente asked to describe how the two items arc similar and how they differ
from the third. The result might be a more ICCUC3te

wayof understandingan MDS

structure.
Allemaovcly, subjects might be given two items from one end of a dimension

and one from the other end to compare. Janes and Day discuS!the implicationsof the
grid method as, •. •• melhod(s] available to the researcher interested in understanding
ho",: an individual construes and interprets and organizes reality- (1977, p . 128). It is
quite possible that the grid method may complement MDS analysis by aiding in the

labellingprocess, as opposedto beingconsidered a distinct melhod of studyingthe
inlerpreta lion of a psychological space. Content analysis of Ia.beIs that subjcctll

genente for themselves is alsoan altemati¥e (Hoskins, 1994 ).
The potential of these methodologies u limited because the data are qualilalive
and ccnsequeuly less am enable to powerful statistical ;'Il'alyses. Also, regarding the

labelling proc=dure. the present study adopted a procedure that, while designed 10
maximizesubjects' dlscrtmlnauon of the labels, may have inadvertently done jusl the

opposite. In Buttonet aI. (1993), subjects rated each item on four scales, then went
on to the next item. It is possible that this procedure might unduly enhance the
correlation between the scale labels. In the present study, subjects rated all itemson
one scale before going on to the next scale. However, having gone through 99 items
on one scale, subjects might, despite the changein 1abeIs, simply have carried on
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using - the scale in their heads" for the second, third and fourth time through the

items. If so, this couldexplainthe very high correlations betweenthe scale labels.
Given that, the labelling procedure itself may be prob lematic , and if future

researchcontinues to indicate problems with labelling dimensions, it may be best
simply to apply neulrallabels such as Dimension 1 and Dimens ion 2 . Ulbelling is not

necessary for interpretation of a MDS analysis, rather.it may be moreappropriate to
think of labelling as a method of communicating a dimen sional stru cture. While

subjects are not alwaysable to communicate dimensional labels, it seems clear that
they can and do use dimen sions. On the basis of the evidence of this stud y and other

studiesmeatlcned, researchers should not feel it inevitablynecessary to imposelabels
on subj ects to interpret a structur e.

Directions for Euhlce Research of Implici t Attjm" ;: Dleories

Futureresearch should continueto investigate thestructure of perceived
attitudes, specific as well as diverse . For example , the structure of other attitude
d omains (e.g. , health) need s to be studied, as well as domains more specifi c than the
one used in Ute current research (e .g ., attitudes toward homosc xuality). If research ers
continue to observ e a two-dimensional solutio n with increasingly restrictive attitud e

domains, then this could be taken as evidence of a fractal stru cture often observed in
the physical and biological sciences (Brigg s & Peal, 1990). The structure of a fractal
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object is suchthat as one looks deeper anddoepc:rinto Its composition,one observeaI

self-nmilarity klentical to that which wasinitially observed.
Future avenues of research should also include the investiption of implicit
attitude theories as they relate to stereotypes, theeffeeu of age and cultural influences
CMt implicit

attitude theories,

~eoder

differences, (acton which impact on theaccuracy

of implici t attitudetheories, and the extent o f conscious awarenesson the part of
subjects applying such implicit theories on the perceived attitudes of othen. Note, Ibis

list is not exhaustive.

Conclusion
In SUIJ1IJW')'. the main objective of this lhcsiswas 10 lest the two-dimensional
structure identified by Sutton ct aI. (1993) using a more restricted attitud inal set,

namely perceived sexualattitudes. TIle results indicated a two-dirneruionalJOIution

thai was even clearer thanthat originally identified by Button et al. and supportiveof

the perceptual process identified by Bruner and Tagiuri (19S4) and gencralized to the
notion of implicit attitude theories. The resul ts werealso interpretedas consistent
with the spreading activation andheuristic processing models of Judd et

at. (1991) and

Chaiken (1980), respectively. As well, possible applications of thit type of research

were discussed. LabelUng of the dimensions, however. remainsa challenge for fulure
research and suggestion! for alternative meth od! were provided.
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Frotnotes

'Knowles, Jarvis, and Swr (1990)also designedan automatedsystem to aid in
the collectingof sort data to be used forpurposesof multidimensionalscalinganalysis.

The prognunme designed by Buttonet aI. (1993) is capable of sorting data sets with

no specified upper limit, whereasthe Knowleset al. (1990) programmewaslimited 10

45 objects.

' Regression weights wereused to representeachof the four scales by a line
through the coordinatespace generatedby the MDS analysis. The objectivewas to
find a line through theorigin of the attitude spaceso that the projections of the data

points on this line correlated as highlyas possible with the scale ratings. For each

external scalean angle wascalculatedrelativeto the vertical MDSaxis. The
differences aacng theanglesindicates the deg ree of orthogonality betweenthe scales.
A highangle indicatesgreater orthogonality. while a smallerangle indicates less
orthogonality. The TC3Ults indicatedthatthe angle betweenthe Liberal-Conservative
scale and the warm-Cold scale Wit! 58° in Data Set [A] and 38° in Data Set [8]. The
angle between the Traditional-Radical scale and the Warm-Cold scale was46° angle in
data set [A] and ~ 1 ° anglesin data set [B] The Liberal-Conservalivc and the
Tnd itiona1~Radical

scaleshadan angle of 12° in data set [A] and 12° in data set [B].
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Appendix A

InstructionS for Writjng Good Anilude Statements

1)

Each item should be a clear expression of positive or negative attitude toward
the social object.

2)

One way to generate attitude items is to think of different arguments (pro and
con) on the issue.

3)

Each argument can then be converted into a separate attitude statement.

4)

On any particular issue try to generate one positively-worded item and one

S)

Each attitude item should be short, no long er than IS words.

negatively-worded item.

6)

The fewer the words the better the statement is likelyto be.

7)

It should consist of a single statement.

8)

'The language should be direct , clear. and simple . Avoid the use of difficult
words, as well as the use of slang. The statement should be worded in the

9)

The statement should contain only one complete thought. Avoid "double-

presenttense.
barrelled- statements, which containboth positive and negative thoughts or two
separate thoughts. Focexample, universityadmission standards shouldbe
raised to reduceovercrowding. There are really severaldistinctissue"here.
10)

Avoid items which contain a doublenegative. For example, homosexu:,}s
should not be allowed to teach students whichare notover the age of eighteen ,
It is difficult to work through a double negative statement.

11)

Avoid theuse of factual statements which someone could endorse regardless of
their opinion on the issue. A factual statementcan usually be converted into a
usable item by inserting the word 'sho uld ' into the statement. For example ,
most collegesshould haveintercollegiate athletic programs.

12)

Try to avoid overlap between the items for a particularissue.
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AppendixB
Attitude Statement:! Categorized By Issye

Premaritalsex at an early age can leave emotionalscars.
Premaritalsex at an early age is a sign of normalcuriosity.
Premarital sex should be up to both partners .
Premarital sex happens too easily and too often.
Premarital sex is okay under most circumstances.

Unlimitedpremarital sexualexperienceis fine.
It is all righ t to have a limited amo unt of premarital sexual experience .

Sex is permiss ible only within marriage.

Sex before marriageis okay only if the partnersplan to marry each other.

Premaritalsexualintercourse for youngpeople is unacceptable to me.
Students who do not have sexual intercou rse before marriage are strange.

Premarital sexualintercourse is immoral.
Sex before marriage is a sin.
Premaritalsex will spoil the marriage.

Nobodyexpects to marry a virgin.

Most young men still consider it very importantfor a women to stay a virgin until
marriage.
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Homosexual clergy should not be permitted to preach .

Homosexual clergy shouldhave the freedomto live their life the way they wish.
Homosexual relationsare just as acceptableas heterosexualrelations.
Homosexual behaviour is an acceptable variation in sexual preference.
I think homosexuals need psychological or medical help .
If I werea homosexual , I would be careful not to let anyone know .

Homosexuals contributepositivelyto society.

Homosexuality is disgusting.
Homosexuals are just as moralas heterosexuals.
Homosexuals should have equalcivil rights.
Homosexuals corrupt young people.
Homosexuality is a sin.

Homosexualityshould be againstthe law.
Homosexuers shouldbe isoiatedfrom heterosexuals.
If I found out one of my friends was a homosexual, our friendshipwould be severely
damaged.
Homosexual acts should be illegal .

Homosexuals should not hold leadershippositions.
Lesbians just can't fit into our society.
Lesbians are sick.

I thinkmale homosexualsare disgusting.
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Male homosexualsshould not be allowed to teach school.
I would be upset if I learned that my son were a homosexual.
The idea of male homosexual marriages seems ridiculous to me.

Homosexual behaviourbetweentwo menis just plain wrong.
If a homosexual asked me for a date , I'm within my rights to physically attack that

"""'".

Homosexuals should not be allowed to expresstheir viewsin newspapers and
magazines.

Schools should not hire teachers who are openlyhomosexual.

Homosexualsarc genetically defective.
An employer should have the right to refuse employment to homosexuals.
Homosexualsshould be allowed to hold church positions.
Homosexualsshould be arrested for public displays of affection.

Sexualpreferenceshouldnot be a factor in employment opportunities.
Homosexuals shouldnot be permitted to participate in team sports.
Homosexualsshould not be permitted to teach school-age children.
Homosexualityshould be considered an acceptableway of life.
Homosexualsshould not be allowed to work in community service activities.
People should not be discriminated against because they are homosexuals.

Homosexuality is a sickness of our modemsociety.
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Abortion iJ the right of every woman.
There is no good reason (or having an abortion.

Abortion is terrible.
Abortion should be made available whenever a woman feels it would be the best
decision.

Laws makingabortions illegal should be repealed.

Abortionis murder.

Sex educationshould be provided in schools.
Sex education is good for individuals.
Sex educationmust be a priority for all students.
Sex education programsin schoolsdo not beginearly enough.
Sex education should be the responsibility of parents.

Sex education encourages kidJ to havesex.
Sex educalion does not belong in the schools.

sex education for young people is of little value
Sex education should be considered essentialin schools.

Sex educationshould not be feared by parents.
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Sexual Abuse

ApaulCs YloIt:nc;e &

Rape

Child molestation is disgusting .
Incest of any type is unacceptable .

Every victimof incestshould be put into psychological care immediately.
Parentsshouldwarn their childrenaboutsexualabuseat an early age.
The amount of sexual abuse going on is greatly exaggerated .
There should be a greate r socialsupport system for victims of sexual assault.
TIle sentences for people convicted of sexual assault should be longer.

Anyoneconvicted of sexualabuseoughtto be lockedaway for life.
Sexualabusers ought to be givencounselling, not prisonsentences.
Teachersshouldbe closelymonitored to preventsexualabuse in the schools.
Chi ld sex abuserscan be rehabilitated.
Schoo l teachers should be trainedto help identify child sexual abuse.

Sexualviolencetowardwomenshould be punished.
Sexualviolencetowardwomenshouldget more publicity.
Personsconvicted of date rape shouldreceive mandatory counselling.
It is possiblefor a husband to rape his wife.
A man who commits rape should be castrated .

so
SexismlSexuallooo"all ty/Sexua l Explollatio g

True equality between the sexes is impossible .

Men are solely responsible for the sexualexploitation of women.
Sexism is often taken too seriously by feminists.

Topless bars exploit females.

Extramarital Sex

Extramarital sex affectsthe marriage in a negativeway.
Extramarital affairs are all righ t as long as one's partner doesn't know about them.

Extramaritalaffairsare unacceptable.
One sign of bow the Country is going downhill is the way married people are no
longer faithful to each other.

Birth COntrQI & Teenage Pr«naQtt

Adolescent pregnancy is a seriousproblem.
Teen pregnancyis a result of high divorce rates.
Birth control is part of responsible sexuality.
A women should take responsibility for birth control.
A man should take responsibility for birth control.

Havingcontraceptives availableincreasespromiscuity.
With the new means of birth control, peoplefeel muchfreer about having sex.
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-

A sexually activepersonshould usebirth controlas a matterof course.

Prostitutionshouldbe acceptedby society.
Prostitution shouldbe legalized.

The government should.be doing more to stop prostitution.

Prostitution is destructive to society.
Prostitutesupon conviction should receivelong jail terms.
Prostitute.s are immoralpeople.

Sexual Terbg1gues

sexual fantasies often enhancea sexual relationship.
Using -sex toys- during lovemaking is abnormal.

Usingor hearing -dirty- sex wordsis sometimes a tum-onfor me.
Masturbationis a normalsexualoutlet.
Penile-vaginal intercourse is better than oral sex.
Phone sex is a safe and healthy outlet for sexualdesires.
I am uncomfortable aboutmasturbation.
I couldlive quite well without sex.
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Smill TnmmWed Dl.stasrs

Catching a sexuallytransmitted disease is a resultof carelessness.
Prevention of sexually transmitted diseases is the responsibilityof both partners.

I never worry aboutgettinga sexually t.ransmitted disease.
A person who get.1 a sexually transmitted disease is probably getting euctly what
he/she deserves.

The threat of unprotected sex is over-rated.

SexualPennlssiyepm1 Nudity
There is nothing wrong with having multiple sex partners.

People with multiplesex partners lack moral standards.
People with multiple sex partners have the advantage of variety.

I wouldfeelcomfortable having intercourse with my partnerin the presenceof other
people.
Nudist camps should be madeillegal.
Nudity should be banned.

AUpublicbeaches shouldbe open to nudists.
I do not need to be committed to a person to have sex with him/her.
Casual sex is acceptable.

I would like to have sex with many partners.

One-nightstands ace very enjoyable.
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GoUt! Scxual Problems

Sex is natural; one should never feel guilty about it.
I sometimes wish I were not sexual at all .

SometimesI am ashamedof my sexuality.
Religiosityis the causeof sexualguilt.

Sen,,!!! Explklt MateriA" Pornogra phy

Sex on television should be prohibited.
Our government should try harder to prevent the distribution of pornography.

Pornographicliterature should be outlawed.
Pornography can improve the sex lives of people who view it.

There shouldbeno laws forbiddingthe distribution of pornography.
Pornographic material should not be sold in Canada,

There should be mandatory parentalwarningsfor shows with sexualcontent.
Viewingsexually explicit materialis one's own business.

I wouldn't mind being in the same room with someone who had AIDS.

If I found out a friend had AIDS, I would be afraid to hug him/her.
I wouldobject to sendingmy child to a schoolwhich had a child who has AIDS.
The seriousness of AIDS is greatly overblown by the media.
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I am worried about catchingAIDS in a public restroom.

Procreation should be the sole purpose of sex.
Procreation should take a back seat to the true pleasures sex hasto offer.
The main purpose of sex is to conceive children.
Procreation shouldnot be the sole purpose of sex.

BjsexuaiITrap5Yesti sm

Transvestites should be imprisoned.
Transvestism is a normal way to expresssexualdesire.
Bisexualityis not immoral.
Bisexualsare sick individuals.

Bisexuality is a mental disorder.

Sexual SallsfactlQoJD!.Nllsractlop

Sex should be mutua1ly desired by both partners.

Orgasm is the greatl"..1t experiencein the world.
Sex is not always satisfactory.
It is perfectly aU right to enjoy sex for its own sake.

Life would be better if everyone could have good sex every day.
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One of the best things aboutsex is givingpleasureto theother person.

Sexis fundamentally good.

Sex is bestwhen peopleapproachit as good physicalrelease.
To have good sex, two peoplehave to know each other pretty well.
Sex for its own sake is perfectly all right.

The best sex is withno stringsattached.
Ufe without sex would be very dull.

SCI, is best whenyoulet yourselfgo and focuson yourown pleasure.
In order for sex to be good. it must also be meaningful.

It is possibleto enjoysex witha personand Ratlike thatpersonvery much.
The first time you have sex with someoneis the most exciting.
Sex is best when it is carefully planned.

Sex is best when one keeps the emotions under control.
Sex can get boring.

SCI, without love is meaningless.
Sex is more fun with someone you don't love.

Sex"al Consent

Anysexualactivityis okay if both partnersagree to it.
A woman dressed provocatively has already given sexualconsent.

Flirtingcannotbe considered sexualconsent.
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Oncea womankissesa man, she cannotrefuse to have sex.

Sex & Pow er! Sexual HarasgnenU S n u s ) Aprn:sslol!

Sex is a commodityof human exchange, just like any other valuable commodity.

It's okay to use sex to gain dominance over another.
Goodsex givesone a feelingof power.
To create sexual desire in someone is one of the best ways to dominate that person.

The mostexcitingpart of sex is the initialconquest.
Sex hasnothing to do with power.

Sex and powerare highlyrelated.
Sex should occur betweenequals, not when one person has power or authority over

the other.
Sexual harassment is the fault of the employee.
Dressing promiscuously is the cause of sexual harassment.
Sexual harassment in the workplaceis no big deal.
It is acceptablefor a co-worker to make sexual advancesat work.

sexual aggression is a deviantmale flaw.
Women should be more sexually assertive.
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Appendix C
Prime Statements Fpc Data Set fAJ

I.

If I foundout one of my friends was a homosexual, our friendship would be
severelydamaged .

2.

Abortionis the rightof every woman.

3.

Homosexuals shouldnot be permitted to participatein team sports.

4.

Men are solely responsiblefor the sexual exploitation of women.

5.

One signof bow the Countryis going downhill is the way marriedpeopleare
no longer faithfulto eachother.

6.

Transvestites should be imprisoned.

7.

Orgasm is the greatestexperiencei~ the world.

8.

Sex for its own sake is perfectlyall right.

9.

In order for sex to be good, it must also be meaningful.

10.

The mostexcitingpart of sex is the initial conquest.
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AppendixD
Prime StatemenU For Data Set fBl

I.

Premaritalsex will spoil the marriage.

2.

Sex education is good for individuals.

3.

Homosexual behaviour is an acceptable variation in sexual preference.

4.

Incest of any type is unacceptable.

S.

There should be no laws forbidding me distribution of pornography.

6.

I wouldn't mind being in the same room with someone who had AIDS.

7.

Sex shouldbe mutually desiredby both partners.

8.

Sex can f~t bering .

9.

To create sexual desire in someone is one of the best ways to darr.inate lhat

10.

It is acceptablefor a co-worker to make sexual advancesat work.

person.

